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ABM JANITORIAL SERVICES SUMMONS SANITAIRE TO DELIVER
TOP-NOTCH CLEANING FOR ARIZONA’S TALLEST BUILDING
(Charlotte, N.C.) – June 27, 2012 – Chase Tower, the tallest building in Arizona,
demands professional cleaning services that can scale the structure’s 38 stories and more
than 700,000 sq. ft. with ease and power − without interrupting tenants’ evening work
habits. To meet the demands of this prominent client, ABM Janitorial Services, a leading
provider of integrated facility solutions nationwide, armed staff with high-filtration, ultraquiet Sanitaire upright vacuums.
“Chase Tower is a ‘class A’ building and the ultimate busy-office setting,” said Peter
Denton, Branch Operations Manager for ABM Janitorial Services, South Central, Inc.
“Because of the high density of people in the building and the constant foot traffic, we
were challenged to use quiet uprights with superior filtration and no dust kick-up.”
ABM selected Sanitaire vacuums for the job and put multiple Sanitaire models to the task
in Chase Tower over the past five years. “Sanitaire vacuums are extremely quiet, highfiltration units and they deliver the premium performance our client needs – right down to
the fresh track marks on the carpet that give tenants visual proof that the building just
received a deep, thorough clean,” said Denton.
Quiet Cleaning, Superior Filtration
For many ABM clients, best-in-class cleaning performance means quiet vacuums that
meet today’s high-standards for green cleaning excellence.
“Quiet cleaning tools are important for our clients,” said Denton. “In many of the
facilities we clean, tenants are working extended hours and don’t want to be disturbed by
vacuums. Sanitaire’s Quiet Clean line is a great option for our facilities interested in day
cleaning schedules – or those that need day cleaning convenience even after the 9-5 work
day has ended – like Chase Tower.”
Every vacuum in Sanitaire’s Quiet Clean line operates at 69 decibels or below so staff
can discretely clean at any hour, with less interruption to office workers.
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The Sanitaire Quiet Clean line also helps ABM deliver on its corporate sustainability
commitment, which focuses on enhanced indoor air quality at an affordable price. ABM
is currently green cleaning more than 300 million square feet of building space
nationally. To assist ABM in this venture, all Sanitaire Quiet Clean models carry the CRI
“Seal of Approval” and are USGBC LEED compliant.
“We also have a lot of experience cleaning schools and we bring the education industry’s
standard for health, filtration and performance to every client and every industry we work
in. That’s why we rely on Sanitaire and its wide selection of ‘green cleaning’ vacuums,”
said Denton.
The Building Services Solution
ABM provides specialized cleaning solutions for thousands of commercial, industrial,
government and retail clients across the U.S. and international cities. A leading facilities
services company, ABM has used Sanitaire products since its inception to provide
consistent durability, performance and value for its clients.
“Sanitaire vacuums last a long time, which is extremely important to us. I’ve worked
closely with models such as the SC688 and it has really become a workhorse for my
team. It meets the demands of rigorous, commercial cleaning without sacrificing
performance or durability, and we really take our vacuums to the races,” said Denton.
For more than 35 years, Sanitaire has engineered durable tools that allow clients to focus
on cleaning – not fixing or, worse, replacing – an essential tool for their business.
“At ABM, we recognize and appreciate the value that Sanitaire vacuums bring to our
clients and we will continue to use Sanitaire uprights as our standard of excellence in
floor cleaning.”

###
About Sanitaire Commercial Vacuums
Sanitaire has maintained its own manufacturing facility in North America for more than 35 years. This
allows the company to own and oversee all phases of the manufacturing process for more than 90 percent
of its product line, ensuring the highest quality standards are met consistently. Furthermore, all Sanitaire
branded products undergo rigorous testing and quality assurance programs to make certain they are
designed and built to last.
A member of the Electrolux Home Care Products family since 1974, Sanitaire has earned the reputation as
an industry leader by producing the most durable and serviceable commercial upright vacuums in the
industry. The current line of Sanitaire vacuum cleaners includes uprights, canisters, back-packs, floor
machines, industrial carpet cleaners, air movers and accessories.
For more information, contact Sanitaire at 10200 David Taylor Drive, Charlotte, North Carolina, call 800800-8975 or visit www.sanitairecommercial.com.
ABOUT ABM
ABM (NYSE:ABM) is a leading provider of integrated facility solutions. Thousands of commercial,
industrial, government and retail clients outsource their non-core functions to ABM for consistent quality
service that meets their specialized facility needs. ABM’s comprehensive capabilities include expansive
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facility services, energy solutions, commercial cleaning, maintenance and repair, HVAC, electrical,
landscaping, parking and security, provided through stand-alone or integrated solutions. With more than $4
billion in revenues and 100,000 employees deployed throughout the United States and various international
locations, ABM delivers custom facility solutions to meet the unique client requirements of multiple
industries –- ranging from healthcare, government and education to high-tech, aviation and manufacturing.
ABM leverages its breadth of services, deep industry expertise and technology-enabled workforce to
preserve and build value for clients’ physical assets. ABM Industries Incorporated, which operates through
its subsidiaries, was founded in 1909. For more information, visit www.abm.com.
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